Lot 74 Colyer Drive, Hamelin Bay
Elevated Hamelin Bay Ocean Views
Hamelin Bay is one of the south wests most beautiful areas with this property offering stunning
permanent Indian Ocean Views, with the islands of Hamelin Bay Islands over beautiful coastal
timberlands. Situated on the edge of Leeuwin Naturaliste Ridge, it is truly one of the regions best kept
secrets, with some of the regions prettiest coves and beaches offering world class surf, amazing fishing
spots and a dream location for diving. Locals claim to have some of the best bush walking to be had on
the Cape and abundant birdlife. Hidden away from the madding crowd, it is a sensational down south
escape.
To inspect, contact your Sales Consultant from Margaret River Real Estate First National. Exclusive
agents to Lot 74 Colyer Drive, Hamelin Bay.
Services: U/G Power, Phone, Sealed Road, Septics or Similar. Shire Rates: $2,110.47

6,803 sqm

$550,000
ID# 11049123808

Craig Bamford
0417 922 223

The above information has been furnished to us by the vendor of each property. We have not verified whether or not that information is accurate and have no belief one way or another in its accuracy. We do not
accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. all interested parties should make and rely upon their own enquires in order to determine whether or not this information is in
fact accurate.
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